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Korach Was His Son: 
Intergenerational Inherent Value

ariella markus

in ParShaT vayeiTzei, Yaakov dreams of angels ascending and descending a ladder.
The Torah describes Yaakov arriving at this location in a peculiar way – “vayifga bamakom” 

(Bereishit 28:11). The word “vayifga” is commonly translated as “he encountered the place.” In 
the rest of the Torah, however, the word “vayifga” certainly does not mean “to encounter”; 
it actually comes from a three-letter root word (פ.ג.ע) which means “injury”! 

So why is it translated in this way, in this particular parsha? And how does this relate 
to Pesach? 

In order to find the answer, we need to look at what comes next in the narrative. When 
Yaakov awakens from his dream, he is shocked to find out that he has been sleeping on 
holy ground. He exclaims, “!ִתי ָמקֹום ַהֶזה ואנכי לֹֹא ָיָדּעְ  ,Behold, Hashem is in this place“ ”ָאֵכן ֵיש ה׳ ַבּ
and I didn’t know!”

The word “Behold” – a common translation of the Hebrew word “Akhen” – could have 
been left out of the pasuk entirely; the individual words and the overall meaning would 
have remained intact. So, knowing that the Torah does not ever waste words, we have to 
wonder: why is this word included?

The word “Akhen” serves as a reference. It points us in the direction of the only other time 
in the Torah that this word is used – when Moshe is about to run away from Egypt. Moshe, 
who kills an Egyptian man while defending a Jewish slave, realizes that his actions are no 
longer a secret. He says “Behold, the matter is known!”

It is possible to say that Moshe was simply expressing concern at the fact that people had 
discovered what he had done. It is also possible to say that Yaakov was expressing surprise 
upon learning that Hashem had designated this particular location as a place of concentrated 
holiness. However, that does not change the fact that Hashem is in every place, and Hashem 
is aware of everything – even events of which no human beings are aware. Neither of these 
facts should require a shocked “Behold!” as a preface – especially coming from tzadikkim 
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such as Yaakov and Moshe. There must be something else that can be learned here, and to 
do so we must return to Yaakov’s story. 

“Makom” doesn’t just mean “place” – it is also a way to refer to Hashem. “Vayifga BaMakom”! 
Going back to the literal translation of פ.ג.ע – does Hashem have the capacity to get hurt? I 
would posit that Hashem can be hurt when we forget that Hashem is in every place – and 
inside of every person. The following three scenarios can serve as a guide for finding the 
G-dliness that is inside of each person:

1. When the Torah discusses the “wayward and rebellious son,” it includes so many descrip-
tions and caveats that no child could ever fit the description and receive the requisite 
punishment. This sends the message that no one is unreachable, and no child is unworthy 
of compassion. 

2. In Divrei HaYamim, genealogical lists abound. It is significant to note that Korach was 
named and claimed as a member of the tribe of Kehat. Despite his attempt to instigate 
a rebellion, he is still counted as a member of Levi’s family – the same family to which 
Moshe belongs, and the same family of which Yaakov is an ancestor. 

3. When Bnei Yisrael crossed the Yam Suf and rejoiced in their new-found freedom, Hashem 
did not allow the angels to celebrate. The Egyptians were drowning, and they, too, were 
Hashem’s creations. This relates to the custom of removing drops of wine from our cup 
during the Seder. We want to express that our happiness cannot be complete as long as 
other people are suffering – even if those people are our enemies. 

Every person has inherent value, and matters to Hashem on an individual and collective 
level. It is our responsibility to incorporate this paradigm into our own lives, this Pesach 
and beyond. 


